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ORGANIZATION
Registration open until Sunday, March 6th. 

Tuesdays from March 1st to June 21st — 14 meetings. 
No lecture on April 19th, May 3rd, May 17th. 

First hour (11:15 - 12:00) on phenomenology (observational evidence), 
Second hour (12:15 - 13:00) on theory. 

Lecture materials available after each lecture [https://events.camk.edu.pl/event/37/]: 
- slides by end of Tuesday, 
- notes by end of Thursday. 

2 lectures (June 7th, 14th) reserved for presentations, final lecture (June 21st) for the exam. 

Credit points: problems (max 50), presentation (max 50), exam (max 50), individual interview. 

Problems: assigned regularly, 1-page reports by next lecture, please don’t clone them. 

Presentations: journal club of classic papers (suggestions welcome). 

Grades: no pass (0-59), 3 (60-79), 4 (80-99), 5 (100-150). questions, comments, suggestions: 
knalew@camk.edu.pl

https://events.camk.edu.pl/event/37/
mailto:knalew@camk.edu.pl


SCOPE OF THIS LECTURE

phenomenology: Earth, planets, Sun, stars, pulsars/
magnetars, galaxies, AGN (relativistic jets), 
extragalactic 

theory: electrodynamics, MHD, waves, instabilities, 
shocks, reconnection, particle acceleration, radiation, 
dynamo



BASIC QUESTIONS

What are magnetic fields? 

Where in the Universe do we find magnetic fields? 

How do we know that magnetic fields are there? 

What is the role of magnetic fields in the Universe? 

How important are they?



COSMIC RADIATION 
BACKGROUND
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Figure ". Intensity of the extragalactic background (! I! in units of nWm!$ sr!!) as a function of thewavelength inmetres.We combine
the existing measurements from the literature to highlight the best determined estimates for the background from !-ray to radio. The
CMBhas the least uncertainty as the spectrum is determined tobetter than !%.COBhas largeuncertainties involvingdirectmeasurements
due to uncertain removal of the zodiacal light foreground. Here we show the indirect estimate of EBL at optical wavelengths based on
the TeV/!-ray absorption spectra of distant blazars. The UV/soft X-ray background at a wavelength of !#–!## nm remains unexplored.
From left to right in increasing wavelength, the plotted datasets are: Fermi-LAT (the total extragalactic background composed of di%use
and resolved point sources) [&] and EGRET ['] (we have removed three data points from Strong et al. [!#] at highest energies) in the!-ray
spectrum, COMPTEL ((lled circles) [!!] between !- and X-rays, HEAO! A$ and A) [!$,!*], INTEGRAL [!)], SWIFT/BAT [!"], Nagoya balloon
experiment [!+], SMM[!,], ASCA [!&] andRXTE [!'] in thehard to soft X-ray regime ingreen symbols, DXS andCHIPS in soft X-rays/extreme
UV (as discussed in Smith et al. [$#] as a line at #.$" keV), HESS in optical [$!] (see (gure $ for other measurements), DIRBE [*] and FIRAS
[$$] in the far-infrared, FIRAS atmicrowaves [$*,$)] and ARCADE [$"] in the radio. The area under each of these backgrounds captures the
total energy density of the photons in each of those wavelength regimes. From !-rays to radio the integrated intensity values in units
of nWm!$ sr!! for key EBL components are approximately #.#!" (!-ray), approximately #.* (X-ray), #.#!–#.#$ (lower and upper limits
at ).' nm for extreme UV), $) ± ) (with an additional±" systematic; optical), approximately *# ± !# (CIB), '+# (CMB) and less than
#.##! (radio).

other AGNs at cosmological distances to infer the number density of intervening infrared photons that
are responsible for electron–positron pair production by interactions with TeV photons. This has led to
the best determined COB measurements in the literature, especially given the fact that modelling and
removing zodiacal light remains a challenge for direct EBL intensity measurements around 1 µm.

We summarize existing EBL intensity measurements in figure 1 where we plot the spectral intensity
"I" as a function of the wavelength ". In this figure, the area under each of the spectral components
represents the total energy density associated with each of those backgrounds. Those values are listed in
the caption of figure 1 where the estimates were made using a statistical average of existing results from
the literature. In most of these measurements large systematics, associated with foreground models, are
likely to be still present. Here we briefly outline the techniques, foregrounds and systematics associated
with EBL measurements. We also discuss their applications for astrophysical and cosmological studies
and briefly summarize studies related to spatial anisotropies. We cover from short to long wavelengths
starting from the !-ray background.

!.!. !-ray
The early measurements of the CGB intensity came from SAS-2 between 40 and 300 MeV in 1978
[49], followed by EGRET between 40 MeV and 10 GeV in 1998 [9,10]. These measurements have been
superseded in this decade by Fermi-LAT covering 100 MeV to 800 GeV with roughly 25–30 times better
sensitivity than EGRET, as well as overall an improvement in the flux calibration. The CGB spectrum
measured by Fermi-LAT shows a cutoff at energy scales around 280 GeV [8]. Below this cutoff, the
spectrum can be described by a single power law with a spectral index about 2.3 (±0.05). The cutoff
is explained as the disappearance of the high-energy photons that are pair-producing via interactions
with the infrared background photons that we discuss later [50–53].

The CGB spectrum below the cutoff is mostly explained in terms of a combination of AGNs in the
form of blazars and !-ray emission from SFGs. Small, but non-negligible depending on the exact energy,
comes from millisecond pulsars, Type Ia supernovae and !-rays from galaxy clusters. At energies above
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GAMMA-RAY SKY 
FROM FERMI/LAT 
(5 YEARS, > GEV)



HILLAS PLOT
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Hillas (1984, ARA&A)

 E ∝ qBR

cgs units 

1 G = 10−4 T


